Protect the patient, warn their visitors, keep your staff alert - all at a throw-away price!

WHAT IS IT? HOW DOES IT WORK?

The Patient Guard™ System is designed to isolate patient rooms - but also announce outbreaks, instruct visitors to wear precautions and reinforce hand hygiene.

It does this through display rails that get mounted on every door frame, entranceway and passageway. Then when needed, an insert from our selection of messaging is hung from the display rail, in the path of those entering to effectively transform it into a clearly-defined isolation area. That’s all there is to it!

EASY TO USE

To give one example, we made the inserts out of card stock. Why? For many reasons. Firstly, when a new insert is hung up, it’s fresh, colourful and new out of the box, ensuring it won’t be missed. After all, nothing says “ignore me” like old, dirty and faded messages.

Secondly, they can be disposed of after use, reducing cross-contamination.

Thirdly, they are lightweight and easily manageable to store, carry and install.

And lastly, they let us use a sleek and unobtrusive display rail for mounting. Its design allows for straightforward one-handed operation when placing or removing the inserts.
EASY TO AFFORD

Everything about the Patient Guard™ System is designed to be elegant and impactful while using simple, easy-to-use and inexpensive parts. This system is made to be installed on every doorframe in a hospital - and does nobody any good if hospitals can't afford to do so! Installation is easy enough a child could do it (with a ladder and adult supervision, of course), and the inserts themselves require next-to-no staff training to deploy. It is affordable to buy, affordable to install and affordable to use every day of the year.

EASY TO UNDERSTAND

A visitor doesn't even have to understand what “ISOLATION” means - if there's one of our inserts hanging in the doorway, they know that something is up and that they need to take care. With messages all around you in a hospital setting, the Patient Guard™ System is large, bright and easily the most noticeable of them. If people only read one sign during their hospital visit, have it be the one that can potentially save some lives.

What about the majority of time when there's no insert in the display rails? Remember the boy who cried wolf? Receiving the same message every day in the same place leads to it being ignored by staff; by only displaying the message during times of isolation (for example) you keep it fresh, ensuring that the messages recieve the attention they need. As well, the display rails are carefully chosen to fit in with any decor and remain unobtrusive until needed.

PART OF A FAMILY

The Patient Guard™ System is not alone. The icons we at Tagg Design Inc. created to communicate infection control messages are the product of years of development. Our Tagg Clean-Hands Sanitizing Stations and its corresponding line of signage, templates and other visual communication products have been helping hospitals ensure hand hygiene compliance in entrances, lobbies and clinics since 2005, and since they use the same icons as the Patient Guard™ inserts they work together flawlessly. Such a consistency of messaging leads to quick recognition, which leads to better compliance, which leads to lowered spread of infection.

Protect your patients, healthcare staff, long-term-care residents and visitors with the Patient Guard™ System.
THE PATIENT GUARD™ SYSTEM

It's a one-of-a-kind messaging and warning system designed to isolate patient rooms - but also announce outbreaks, instruct visitors to wear precautions and reinforce hand hygiene. It's a deceptively simple system: display rails get mounted on every door frame or passageway. Then when needed, an appropriate insert is hung from the display rail.

- costs little to install and deploy
- gets in people's faces without getting in their way
- makes sure that everyone respects isolated areas
- requires next to no training to use

PATIENT GUARD™ INSERTS

Choose from our selection of infection control messaging inserts to help you warn those entering and leaving your controlled spaces.

- full-colour 2-sided poster inserts (6"W x 36"H)
- translations available
- 250/box for storage & organization
- card stock - disposable, recyclable & writable

Complete insert selection found on pages 4, 5 and 6

PATIENT GUARD™ INSERT MOUNTING SYSTEM

This sleek and unobtrusive display rail has been carefully chosen. It will fit well into any decor and when not in use will blend into the background.

- the Ghent® TrapEase™ Display Rail has been carefully selected for use with the Patient Guard™ System
- anodized aluminum finish (12"W x 1.5"H)
- single-handed operation; inserts hang securely
- mounts with plastic mounting brackets or 2-sided tape (included)
- quick, effortless installation
- sleek, rounded design
- 6/box

TCH-PG-D
Ghent® TrapEase™ Display Rail for The Patient Guard™ System
PATIENT GUARD™ INSERTS

Area of use:
Patient Wards, Emergency
Department Screening Rooms

Area of use:
Patient Rooms/Wards
Under Droplet Precautions

TCH-PG-01EN
Patient Guard™ Insert
Isolation

TCH-PG-02EN
Patient Guard™ Insert
Droplet Precautions
PATIENT GUARD™ INSERTS

**Area of use:**
Patient Rooms
Under Contact Precautions

**Area of use:**
Patient Ward Entrances, All Hospital
Entrances including Employee and
Receiving Department

---

**TCH-PG-03EN**
Patient Guard™ Insert
Contact Precautions

**TCH-PG-04EN**
Patient Guard™ Insert
Outbreak (No New Admissions)
PATIENT GUARD™ INSERTS

**Area of use:**
Patient Ward Entrances, All Hospital Entrances including Employee and Receiving Department

![Front and Back of TCH-PG-05EN Patient Guard™ Insert](image)

**Area of use:**
Emergency Department Exam Rooms, Rooms for Patients with suppressed immune systems, etc.

![Front and Back of TCH-PG-06EN Patient Guard™ Insert](image)

**TCH-PG-05EN**
Patient Guard™ Insert
Outbreak (Visitor Restrictions)

**TCH-PG-06EN**
Patient Guard™ Insert
Stop: Clean Your Hands
CONTACT TAGG DESIGN INC.

We're always here to answer your questions or concerns. Please give us a call or send us an email. We enjoy hearing from you!

Tagg Design Inc.
Toronto, ON
Canada

Tel: 416-249-2220
Email: patientguard@taggdesign.com

FOLLOW US:

facebook.com/taggcleanhands
twitter.com/taggcleanhands
youtube.com/taggdesigninc

The “If” Factor: More than a monthly newsletter.

ALSO BY TAGG DESIGN INC.:

Infection Control Symbol Package (taggcleanhands.com/icsymbolpack)
Tagg Clean-Hands® Sanitizing Stations (taggcleanhands.com)
Tagg Design Inc Charitable Partnership Program (taggdesign.com)
Free Tagg Clean-Hands® Communication Templates (taggcleanhands.com/downloads)
The “If” Factor: More than a monthly newsletter. Read our past issues.